FREE PRODUCTION LOOPS 2018

Heavyocity's Free Production Loops 2018 were built entirely from the collection of GRAVITY
Packs, featuring critically-acclaimed products Vocalise and Scoring Guitars.

About GRAVITY PACKS - P
 owered by the revolutionary GRAVITY engine, Heavyocity has
created five standalone virtual instruments, featuring a compelling range of unique cinematic
content. From environmental sounds and designed fx, to vocal melodies and guitar riffs, these
instruments deliver an assortment of production-ready tools, including (but not limited to) pads,
loops, ambiences, phrases, pulses, pedals, and stings. Built from the same sonic universe as
GRAVITY, but containing no crossover content, these instruments (including Natural Forces,
Vocalise, Scoring Guitars, Vocalise 2, & Scoring Guitars 2) , each offer a stunning library of
sources, deeply enhancing the sonic colors of any composer’s sound palette.
GRAVITY Packs run with full functionality on the free Kontakt Player, and do NOT require
GRAVITY.

GRAVITY PACKS 01 through 05 are currently available at Heavyocity.com.

INSTALLATION
1. Click the download link found in your purchase receipt
2. Uncompress the file, and browse the different folders for the desired format (WAV or
Apple Loops)
3. Register your code at http://www.heavyocity.com/my-account

CONTENT
Free Productions Loops 2018 contains 80 loops, created with Vocalise, Vocalise 2, Natural

Forces, Scoring Guitars, and Scoring Guitars 2, presented in WAV and Apple Loops formats.
These rhythmic and melodic loops c over a wide range of musical sequences, transforming
pristine organic and synthetic sources into riveting cinematic motifs and drones.
Each audio file is seamlessly looped and formatted for the various file types in order to achieve
maximum flexibility and usability. Each file details the name of the loop and the tempo where
it sounds the best, as well as the root key it was created in and the type of rhythm.

Specs:
459.6 MB uncompressed
80 loops (WAV and Apple Loop Format)
40 loops in G minor (20 straight, 20 triplet)
40 loops in C minor (20+ straight, 20 triplet)

